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Abstract

Icelandic "sheries have been managed by individual transferable quotas (ITQs) for a decade but there is still no consensus about the
quota issue. Distributional e!ects of ITQs, in terms of income distribution between owner and crew, and the vulnerability of "sheries
communities short of quota, have been in the centre of the debate.

The author discusses changes in stakeholder involvement in policy-making, con#icts of interest and legal disputes linked to the
ITQ-system. By way of conclusion, some options for resolving con#icts and reaching consensus on the "sheries management issue are
discussed. ( 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

As a small island nation in the North-Atlantic, Iceland
is heavily dependent upon the "sh resources. Fish prod-
ucts are the most important export commodity and #uc-
tuations in catches or seafood market prices tend to
generate immediate impacts upon the living standard of
most Icelanders.

The most important of the Icelandic "sheries is the
demersal or ground"sh "shery. In recent years this "sh-
ery has usually generated over 80% of the total wet"sh
value [1]. The demersal catches (cod, haddock, saith,
red"sh and Greenland halibut) from Icelandic waters
have #uctuated between approximately 400,000 and
650,000 ton/yr during the eighties and nineties.

Considering these conditions, it is no wonder
that "sheries issues are under constant public debate
in Iceland. The resource situation, the economic
performance of the industry and last but not least the
fairness and e!ectiveness of the resource management
system are not internal issues within closed "sheries
circles, they are issues of great concern for the public at
large.

Transparency is another important characteristic for
Icelandic "sheries. In 1996 there were only 2000 regis-
tered vessels (800 decked vessels) and 61 "shing ports.
The structure of the industry makes it relatively manage-
able in terms of control, reliability of catch statistics and
enforcement costs in general.

For these and other reasons, Iceland is an interesting
case for the study of marine resource management.
Due to the transparency of "sheries sector, Iceland
can be seen as a suitable laboratory for the testing
of theoretical management models as the system of indi-
vidual transferable quotas (ITQs). The extensive
public debates on "sheries issues on the other hand, can
provide documentation on con#icting values and ethical
dilemmas surfacing in the wake of new management
practices.

Di!erent aspects of the Icelandic experience during the
"rst years of ITQ-management have been subjects of
research by social scientists during the recent years. GmH sli
PaH lsson and Agnar Helgason have done extensive work
to evaluate the redistribution of quotas and the nature of
the quota trade, as well as the public discourse and the
moral issues of ITQs [2}5]. I have in earlier papers [6,7]
discussed the distributional e!ects of ITQs, including the
issues of quota leasing, contract "shing and quota market
prices as well as the e!ects of ITQs upon "sheries com-
munities.
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1The o$cial name is Merchant, Navy and Fishing Vessels Ozcers'
Guild.

This article takes a slightly di!erent focus. First, I will
look into con#ict and consensus in the decision-making
processes and stakeholder involvement in decision mak-
ing. Secondly, I will comment upon the recent develop-
ment of the institutional/legal framework of the
ITQ-system. Finally I will ask whether the ITQ-system
has consolidated its position in the industry and whether
there are signs of con#ict resolution and consensus after
more than a decade of bitter con#icts.

2. The roots of the present management system

While looking for the rationale and justi"cation of the
present system, it is reasonable to start with the extension
of the EEZ to 50 nautical miles in 1972 and to 200
nautical miles three years later. The rationale behind the
`nationalisationa of the "sh resources was twofold: (1) An
urgent need to protect the resources, as it seemed evident
that the North-Atlantic Cod could fall victim to the
`tragedy of commonsa if it was to remain outside the
jurisdiction of any state that could introduce an e!ective
resource management regime. It was considered too risky
to wait for a new international management regime to
become workable. (2) Protection of Iceland's national
interests. It was argued that the national economy, and
indeed the future of Iceland as an independent state, was
totally dependent upon the "sh resources. Consequently,
national control over these resources was a necessity
from economic as well as political point of view.

The Icelandic policy of assuming national control over
the resource base in the ocean was met with a "erce
opposition from other "shing nations, especially Britain
who sent her navy to protect British "shing vessels in
Icelandic Waters. In Iceland the decision was based on
a very broad consensus among political parties and every
stakeholder organisation within the "sheries sector. The
foundation of the Icelandic "sheries management policy,
the combination of ecological issues and national inter-
ests, was understandably enough an issue of a broad
consensus and popular mobilisation. It can be argued,
that while "sheries management was an issue of great
consensus and national unity during the 1970s, it became
the most dividing and con#ict-laden issue of Icelandic
politics and public debates in the 1990s.

3. The introduction of resource management in the
5sheries

As Britain withdrew from the last `Cod Wara in 1976,
Iceland could "nally harvest the resources within its EEZ
without foreign competition. In practice, the resources
had been appropriated as national property. Ownership
over the resources implies however not only the right to
harvest it, but an obligation to manage and protect it as

well. Soon it became clear that such an obligation would
represent a major challenge.

In the early 1970s, it seemed reasonable that the depar-
ture of foreign vessels from Icelandic waters would allow
for a substantial increase in catches by the domestic #eet.
During the 1960s, approximately one-third of the total
catch had been taken by foreign vessels. These promising
prospects triggered a rush of investment in modern "sh-
ing trawlers, and the #eet of stern trawlers increased from
nil in 1970 to impressing 80 vessels in 1980. The optimism
of the early 1970s was however de#ated by the so-called
`black reporta from the Marine Research Institute in
October 1975. The report concluded that the condition of
the cod stock was poor, and it could in a worst case su!er
the fate of the North-Atlantic Herring, a stock which
collapsed dramatically in 1967}1968.

As a reaction to the apparent threat to the cod stock,
the Government introduced a TAC for cod and a set of
restrictive measures in 1976. In essence, these measures
were aimed at limiting "shing e!ort, especially in the cod
"sheries. Each vessel was obligated to refrain from cod
"shing for a certain number of days each year, and
measures were taken to restrict the entrance of new
vessels into the "sheries. The Marine Research Institute
was also authorised to close "shing grounds on short
notice if necessary in order to protect juvenile cod.

With certain variation from one year to another, these
measures were in e!ect from 1977 to 1983. By 1983, the
cod stock was once again in a poor condition. It seemed
evident that the current management measures had not
been su$ciently e!ective. The "shing #eet continued to
grow and the TAC for cod was repeatedly exceeded. This
was the background for the introduction of vessel quotas
in the demersal "sheries from 1984. The debate and the
political process prior to the decision will be discussed
further after introducing the stakeholder organisations in
the "sheries.

4. Stakeholder organisations and the 5sheries assembly

In essence, Icelandic "shermen belong to di!erent
unions and associations depending upon their employ-
ment status. Hired deckhands are organised in the Ice-
landic Seamens' Federation (Sjo&mannasamband I!slands;
SSID ), o$cers (skippers and mates) are represented by the
O$cers' Federation1 (Farmanna- og xskimannasamband
I!slands; FFSID ), while engineers have organised themsel-
ves in The Icelandic Engineer O$cers' Association
(Ve& lstjo& rafe& lag I!slands). Their employers are represented
by The Federation of Icelandic Fishing Vessel Owners
(Landssamband I!slenskra U" tvegsmanna; LIDUD ). Since 1985,
owners of small boats are organised in The National
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Association of Small Boat Owners (Landssamband
sma& ba& taeigenda; LS). All these organisations have more
or less been represented in di!erent task forces and com-
mittees appointed by the Government to review the "she-
ries policy during the last three decades. Fish processors
and marketing units are also organised and have in some
cases been represented in government committees. Be-
sides, since a large fraction of the "shing #eet is owned by
vertically integrated companies, the processors are to
a certain degree represented by LIDUD as well. The stake-
holders who have probably been least involved in deci-
sion making and policy design in the "sheries are the
workers employed at the processing plants. They were
however represented by their Workers Union (Ver-
kamannasamband ID slands; VMSID ) in two "sheries task
forces during the 1980 s [8].

Another important organisation is Iceland's Fisheries
Association (Fiskife& lag I!slands; FID ). Founded in 1911, it
was originally an ideal organisation for furthering "she-
ries development in general. Besides being a service or-
ganisation and a semi-governmental o$ce for keeping
record of "sheries statistics, the Association has for many
years constituted a forum for "sheries debates involving
the di!erent interests within the "sheries. The Associ-
ation arranges the annual Fisheries Assembly (Fiskith-
ing), where the di!erent unions and organisations for the
harvesting, processing and marketing sectors are repre-
sented, along with the representatives from the regional
units of the Fisheries Association itself. With its broad
functional and regional representation, the Fisheries As-
sembly is an important forum for debates on "sheries
issues and policy. In a number of cases, the national
"sheries policy has been strongly in#uenced by the rec-
ommendations supported by the majority of the Assem-
bly representatives.

5. The introduction of vessel quotas

The decision to introduce vessel quotas in the demersal
"sheries was taken in the face of bleak prospects for the
cod stock in 1983. During the previous years, there were
prolonged debates over the issue within the stakeholder
organisations, culminating at the Fisheries Assembly in
1983. While a vessel quota solution was supported by
a majority of boat owners and the regional representa-
tives from the Northeast and East, the opposition was
concentrated among the representatives of the O$cers
Union (FFSID ) and the regional representatives from the
Northwest (Westfjords) region. At the Assembly the op-
position found itself in a minority position and accepted
to support a recommendation to the Government to try
out a system of vessel quotas for one year. According to
the Assembly resolution, the system would be considered
as an experiment and was to be reviewed as soon as the
cod stock had recovered. On the basis of this consensus,

the Icelandic Parliament passed a Fisheries Management
Act in December 1983, almost without debate. The new
law was very brief, it authorised the Ministry of Fisheries
to work out the details of the quota system.

According to rules introduced by the Ministry, the
initial allocation of vessel quotas was to be based on the
catch history of each vessel for the three previous years.
While regulation by catch quotas was introduced as the
basis of the new management system, there was also
another option; boat owners could chose to "sh within
a system of `e!ort quotaa based on a limited number of
days at sea. The e!ort quota was originally designed as
a safety valve, an opportunity for owners of boats who
had for some reasons been idle during the previous years.
But from 1985 on it became an attractive alternative for
all those who felt discontent with their share of the TAC.
Small boats, up to 10 gross register tonnes (GRT) were
not included in any of the systems, but were initially
allowed to "sh practically without restrictions. From
1985 on their catch was regulated by a sort of e!ort
quota, designed specially for this group.

In order to solve adjustment problems and resolve
disputes about unintended or unfair outcomes of the
quota allocation, the Ministry of Fisheries appointed the
leader of the boat owners in LIEUD and a representative of
the employed "shermen (alternating between the leader-
ship of FFSI and SSI) to a Consultative Committee
(Samra& dsnefnd ). The third member was from the Ministry
of Fisheries. As it turned out, the Committee became
extremely busy, especially during the "rst half of 1984.
From late January to the end of May it had no less than
65 meetings. The Committee had to handle a great num-
ber of complaints from boat owners and took on the
responsibility of correcting and in some cases redistribut-
ing quota between vessel groups and individual vessels.
By handing these problems over to the representatives of
the major stakeholders in the harvesting sector, the Gov-
ernment managed to maintain an atmosphere of consen-
sus within the industry. The committee remained very
active until 1990, but was discontinued in the "rst-half of
1991, after the introduction of the new Fisheries Manage-
ment Act.

With some minor changes, the quota system was pro-
longed until 1990. Quotas were transferable to a certain
degree, but could only be transferred from one vessel to
another if the "rst vessel was permanently removed from
the "sheries. Exchange and leasing of catch quota within
a year was allowed, and could freely take place within the
same "shing community or between vessels owned by the
same company. Transfers involving vessels from di!erent
communities had to be applied for to the Ministry in each
separate case and were also subject to consultations with
the involved municipalities and workers unions.

The quota system was changed several times during
the period from 1984 to 1990, but in essence it
worked only in a limited sense as a system of individual
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2Anderson, E.N. Jr.: A Malaysian tragedy of the commons, and
Pinkerton E.: Intercepting the state: Dramatic processes in the assertion
of local comanagement rights. Both in McCay and Acheson [9]: The
question of the commons the culture and ecology of communal resources.
The University of Arizona Press, Tucson.

transferable quotas (ITQs). The regulations were relative-
ly complex and a number of loopholes allowed for in-
creased catches. Especially in 1986}1987 it could seem
that the quota system would `wither awaya, as a majority
of boat owners had opted for the e!ort-quota alternative
in order to increase their share of the TAC at the expense
of those regulated by ITQs. At the same time small boats,
which were subject to a more liberal regime, became
extremely popular. While 964 small boats were registered
in 1984, their number had increased to 1956 in 1990 [8].
As small boats became more numerous and more e!ec-
tive, their aggregate cod catches increased from 16.572
ton in 1984 to 47.724 ton in 1990, a relative increase from
4 to 14% of the total cod catches [8]. PaH lmason [8] has
studied the decision- making processes prior to changes
in the system from 1984}1991, including stakeholder
representation in "ve di!erent preparatory committees
appointed by the Government during this period. He
"nds that the committees who prepared the law revisions
in 1984 and 1985 were small (7 persons), with representa-
tives mainly from the "sheries administration and the
harvesting sector. But by the end of the period (law
revisions of 1988 and 1990) there was a tendency towards
larger committees (up to 24 persons) with a broader
range of representatives. He explains this development in
terms of growing consciousness among the interested
groups outside the harvesting sector, as well as within the
political parties. The importance of participation in the
decision-making process became more obvious for di!er-
ent interest groups as it became widely realised that
"sheries management was no longer a question of tem-
porary technical measures to protect "sh stocks. Grad-
ually it became clear that the allocation of "shing rights
was likely to become permanent, and that it was going to
in#uence the future development of regions and commu-
nities as well as the economic viability of di!erent vessel
groups within the "sheries.

The consensus-based policies of the 1980s can be seen as
result of the broad alliance between stakeholders in the
"sheries, created during the Cod-Wars in the 1970s, and
the small community-like Icelandic society which could ill
a!ord deep internal con#icts within its basic industry.
Basing their statement on GmH sli PaH lsson's work, McCay
and Acheson [9, p. 33] characterised Icelandic "sheries
management during this period as comanagement:

`The Icelandic management process is open and #exible, able
to respond to and incorporate the interests of diverse actors
and groups, in sharp contrast to the systems portrayed by
Anderson and Pinkerton2 and those with which we are
familiar in the United States.

Comanagement is a social reality in Iceland; it does not
need a special label, nor need it be based on either homogen-
eity on the part of the users or total accord between users and
managers. Accordingly, the state is trusted in Iceland. The
boat quota system being considered in the 1980s will
privatise rights to catch "sh in a property mimicking way. It
is controversial because of realistic worries about its e!ects
on the structure of the industry. But if it is accepted it will be
partly because the state is trusted to be impartial in the
assignment of quotas, a trust that enables the continuation of
the ideology of equal, or equitable, access and the e!ective
management of a limited good.a

The quotation describes quite well the situation in the
mid-eighties; the state could still build upon the trust
established by the broad national consensus during the
seventies. The stakeholder organisations could also par-
ticipate in the management discourse with more or less
equal voices. The dividing line between quota owners
and the others was not yet well de"ned.

6. Permanent allocation and transferability:
The 1990 Fisheries Management Act

During 1988}1989 the development seemed to
indicate that the management system was not working
according to its goals. There were signs of economic
crisis in the industry, and the loopholes in the
system made it extremely di$cult to enforce the estab-
lished TAC for cod. Despite the restrictive policies of
the Government, the investments in the "shing #eet
and consequently the total catch capacity continued to
increase. The industry also complained that the system
was too complex. In addition, the industry found long-
term planning di$cult as the management system was
subject to unforeseeable modi"cations on almost annual
basis.

The 1990 Fisheries Management Act, which estab-
lished an ITQ-system in Iceland's "sheries management
came about after prolonged controversies in the Fisheries
Assembly as well as in Parliament. Compared to the
debate in 1983, it had become more di$cult to reach
consensus in the FA, but the opponents of quota man-
agement were still a minority among the representatives.
Meanwhile, the political controversies, both within par-
ties and between parties in Parliament had grown stron-
ger. Fears were expressed that permanent allocation of
quota shares to boat owners would mean a de-facto
privatisation of the resources and an increased insecurity
for "sheries-dependent communities.

By the late eighties, the debate had become increasing-
ly in#uenced by "sheries economics, especially the
theoretical model of resource management by ITQs. The
focus of interest was moved from resource protection to
the question of economic e$ciency in the "sheries. It
was argued that while permanent allocation of quotas
would provide conditions for long term planning and
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Table 1
The Icelandic "shing #eet 1984}1997 (&000 GRT)!

Vessel type 1984 1989 1995 1997 Change 1984}1997

Trawlers '500grt 16.0 24.1 39.7 43.5 27.5
Trawlers (500grt 35.1 32.1 25.6 24.6 !10.5
Other '200grt 28.0 32.5 30.5 32.7 4.7
Inshore 12}200 grt 29.6 28.8 22.8 21.7 !7.9
Small boats (12 grt 2.1 3.3 2.6 2.4 0.3
Total 110.8 120.7 121.2 124.9 #14.1

!(Source: [16]).

sound investment behaviour, free transferability
would provide #exibility and e$cient use of capital.
Ine$cient vessels would be bought out, while e$cient
ones would be able to optimise their operations. Some
economists also argued that the e$ciency generated by
ITQs could produce a basis for management by resource
rentals. Resource rentals (annual payments from quota
holders to the state in return for the privilege of harvest-
ing the "sh resources) could subsequently become an
important source of revenue for society at large. The
ITQ-system was partly justi"ed by practical reasoning
on behalf of the LIDUD , such as the need for predict-
ability and #exibility, and partly by theoretical reasoning
by "sheries economists focused on e$ciency and the
potential bene"ts of the resource rent upon the national
economy.

By the 1990 Fisheries Management Act, TAC-shares
were allocated permanently to the boat owners, by pro-
longation of previous allocations. According to Section 1
in the law, the "sh resources would remain national
property, as the rights allocated to quota holders could
not be considered as private property in constitutional
sense. The e!ort quota option was abolished, the only
exception was small boats, up to 6 BRT, which were still
to be subjects to an e!ort-quota regime.

Another important change was a broad liberalisation
of quota transfers. TAC-shares became divisible and
could in e!ect be transferred as a separate commodity,
not only as a part of the market value of a "shing vessel.
Quota transfers could however only take place between
owners of Icelandic "shing vessels. Exchange and leasing
of annual quota for any particular species was also lib-
eralised and could in practice take place without consult-
ing the Ministry of Fisheries or the involved communities
and unions.

In a sense, the 1990 Fisheries Management Act turned
Iceland into a test site for a market-based "sheries man-
agement system. It provided a basis for a quota `stock
marketa which continuously redistributes "shing rights
between vessel owners, communities and regions. Some
of the e!ects of the system had been predicted by eco-
nomists and policy makers, but the ITQ regime also
produced some unexpected side-e!ects.

7. Concentration of quotas and changing 6eet structure

A quick review of the "rst decade of ITQs in Iceland,
will indicate that the system has in fact improved the
economic e$ciency of the "sheries as predicted by the
proponents of the system. On the other hand, the worries
expressed by the sceptics, about increased vulnerability
of "shing communities as a result of ITQs have also
proven justi"ed.

A principal prediction of the theoretical model is that
ITQs will cause a withdrawal of catch capacity from the
"sheries. By counting the number of "shing vessels, one is
bound to reach the conclusion that the "shing #eet has
severely decreased since the introduction of quotas.
However, by comparing "gures on gross register tonnes
and engine capacity, one will "nd that in these terms, #eet
capacity has been gradually increasing despite the ITQ-
system (Table 1). Since the introduction of ITQs in 1984
to the end of 1997, the #eet has in these terms expanded
by almost 13%, or 14.100 GRT. Engine power, which
also provides an indication of catching capacity, has
increased correspondingly.

Disaggregation of the data creates a more complicated
impression. For the inshore #eet, de"ned as vessels from
12 to 200 GRT, there has been a great reduction, by
tonnage * 7900 GRT (27%).

The trawler category has increased by 17,000 GRTs
(33%). The increase can be explained by the growth in the
factory trawler #eet. These trawlers have space consuming
processing facilities on board, and the relation between
tonnage and "shing capacity may not be comparable to
other vessels. However, considering the technological de-
velopment in the "sheries, it is reasonable to believe that
the "shing capacity of an average 1000 GRT trawler in 1997
is somewhat improved compared to a similar vessel in 1984.

Small coastal vessels, below 12 GRT increased in the
late 1980s, but are now back to the 1984 level. The
growth of the factory trawler #eet may be partly ex-
plained by the options they have to "sh outside the EEZ,
and by the bargain prices on used vessels following the
collapse of the cod "sheries in Canada.

There has been a substantial concentration of quota
shares within the larger, vertically integrated companies
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4 Interview with B. Bragasom, ByggL! astofnan, September 1999.

5Transactions are mediated by the QEM, buyers and sellers are not
supposed to know about each other.

6 Interviews with H. JoH nsson secretary of SSID and B. Valsson secre-
tary of FFSID in September 1999.

since the introduction of ITQs, and especially since 1991.
PaH lsson and Helgason [2,4] have demonstrated that `gi-
antsa (22 companies each holding more than 1% of total
ITQs) held 47.2% of total ITQs in 1994, compared to
25.5% in 1991. Recent "gures indicate that the concentra-
tion is continuing. In 1998/1999 the "ve biggest quota
owners held 25% of the total TAC, and the 20 biggest held
56.6% [10]. Responding to the growing concentration of
quota ownership, an upper limit to TAC shares that can
be held by a single owner was set by the Parliament in
March 1998. One owner can hold up to 10% of TAC-
shares for cod and haddock and 20% of TAC-shares for
each of the other demersal species, as well as herring,
capelin and shrimp. The concentration process has accel-
erated by the end of the 1990s, especially by more concen-
trated ownership structure and mergers within the industry
[11]. Along with a general liberalisation of the economic
policy in Iceland, there is a trend towards an ideological
shift within the industry, leaving behind the idea that "she-
ries and "sh processing should be locally embedded in
"sheries communities. Many "sheries companies have
joined the Icelandic stock-market, and ownership is in
many cases not linked to any particular community. Inves-
tors without "sheries background are now well represented
among the owners of quota holding companies [12].

Direct transfers of quota shares have become less com-
mon in the late nineties,3 while small quota owners are
more likely to merge with bigger companies and receive
company shares in exchange for their quota shares.4 The
reduction in regular quota transactions may be explained
by several factors. One, but not very likely hypotheses is
that quota distribution is now well adapted to the #eet
structure and that quota transfers are no longer required.
Another reason might be that more e!ective taxation of
quota holdings along with restrictions on quota leasing
(see below) have made regular quota transactions less
attractive. In many cases, buying companies seems to be
a more attractive option than buying quota shares.

8. Resolution of con6icts over contract 5shing

During the early 1990s, new types of relations emerged
in the "sheries as a consequence of quota leasing and
contract "shing [6]. Contract "shing is often referred to
as `"shing for othersa, which means that a vessel owner
short of quota enters a leasing contract with a quota
owner. Fishing contracts were in many cases signed be-
tween inshore vessels with small quota holdings and
companies with large quota holdings. The vessels were
then obliged to deliver their catches to the company in
return for a "xed price (market price for raw "sh minus

the quota leasing price). In 1993 the average "xed price
for raw cod in contract "shing was about half the market
price, the remaining half representing the payment for
quota leasing [6]. This practice in#uenced the income of
crew members in a negative direction, as they receive
a "xed share of the "sh price on delivery. While contract
"shing became more widespread, more crewmen experi-
enced a drop in their income. According to the crewmens'
unions, speculative leasing transactions (kvo& tabrask) were
in some cases undertaken in order to reduce wages. This
was the background of the crewmens' strike in January
1994 and repeated strikes in 1995 and 1998. After many
rounds of negotiation, new institutional framework was
set up in March 1998, to control prices, resolve disputes
and to control leasing transactions. A new Share-price
O$ce (VerL! lagsstofa skiptaverL! s) has been established in
order to control landing prices and thereby secure a fair
renumeration of crew. A standing committe with represen-
tatives from organisations from both sides (U! rskurL! arnefnd
sjo&manna og u& tvegsmanna) has been set up to resolve price
disputes between boat owners and crew. The committee is
linked to the Share-price O$ce. Finally, a stock-market
like structure has been set up to control leasing transac-
tions; the Quota Exchange Market (Kvo& tathing). In es-
sence, all quota leasing transactions, apart from exchange
of species and transactions between vessels held by the
same owner, must now take place anonymously at the
QEM,5 which means that in e!ect contract "shing in the
form described above is no longer allowed.

According to the organisations of crewmen6 these in-
stitutional reforms seem to have somewhat eased the
situation of crew members, as leasing transactions have
become less common. The secretary of SSID has however
concluded that the problem is not completely solved after
the "rst year of experience [13]. Market prices at the
QEM are however extremely high, especially for cod
quota, a situation which indicates that quota leasing is
now only viable as a solution to adjustment problems of
matching the composition of species in the catch to the
quota holdings of a vessel.

The con#ict between vessel owners and crewmen over
contract "shing has dominated the ITQ-debate in Ice-
land for many years, and to a certain degree over-
shadowed other critical questions such as the
vulnerability of "shing communities.

9. Fisheries-dependent communities

Recently, the changed situation of "shing communities
as a result of the ITQ-system has come into the
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7An interesting aspect of the taxation question is that while quota
shares which have been bought and paid for are liable to taxation while
quota shares which were allocated gratis in 1984 and have not yet
changed hands, are not liable to taxation.

foreground of the debate. Some communities have be-
come marginalised as a result of a loss of quotas. The
geographical and economic structure of Icelandic "she-
ries, with many remote villages, traditionally organised
as single-enterprise communities has been described by
EythoH rsson [7] and SkaptadoH ttir [14]. During the nine-
ties, the vulnerability of "shing communities, especially
small communities with poor employment alternatives,
has become more visible as several "shing villages have
lost most their quota as the owners have moved or sold
out. A comparison of di!erent size categories of "shing
communities gives a clear impression that small commu-
nities with less than 500 inhabitants have on the average
lost a much larger share of their quotas than the bigger
communities [7,12].

Until 1998, contract "shing was a possible option for
"shermen in some of these communities, but measures
taken to limit contract "shing have in practice removed
that (not so attractive) option. The loss of the #exibility
allowed by contract "shing, has thus generated negative
implications for communities short of quota. Communi-
ties without quota are left without many options for
coping with the situation. Contract "shing is no longer
an option, and the alternative strategy for re-entering
the "sheries by `small boatsa which have been able to
operate outside the ITQ-system, has become almost
impossible.

While the e!ects of ITQs obviously contribute to the
marginalisation of some "shing communities, changes in
technology and markets contribute as well. The land-
based frozen "sh production is in decline, while process-
ing at sea and export of fresh products have increased
during the 1990s. Consequently, the local freezing plants,
mostly constructed during the 1960s and 1970s, are no
longer a guarantee for employment and prosperity in the
"shing communities. But even if some communities
would most likely have faced crisis also under a di!erent
management regime, the drastic event of losing the right
to catch "sh has a strong demoralising e!ect on people
living in "sheries dependent communities.

Proponents of ITQs often argue that the system allows
for smooth structural adjustments, as owners of ine$c-
ient vessels are compensated for leaving the "sheries
when they sell their quotas. But vessel owners are not the
only people who have invested in the "sheries. Those
who have put their lifetime savings into building a home
in a "sheries community and have paid municipal taxes
to build common infrastructure, also "nd their livelihood
punctured when companies leave and take the "shing
rights with them. Contrary to boat owners, "sh workers,
crew members and other community residents hold no
valuable rights. Consequently they get no compensation
if the right-holders "nd that the community is no longer
necessary for their operations. Neighbours who more or
less considered themselves as equals during the 1970s and
1980s, may suddenly "nd themselves in totally di!erent

positions: The quota owner has assets that allow for
a comfortable retirement in Reykjavik or by the Mediter-
ranean, while his neighbour has lost both his livelihood
and his lifetime savings placed in a house which is now
impossible to sell.

Even if crisis in "sheries communities also happened
before the days of the ITQ-system, these outcomes
should not be treated as minor externalities to an
otherwise smoothly working management system. The
obvious unfairness they represent has been a major con-
tribution to the deep and sometimes very bitter contro-
versies over the ITQ-system.

Fisheries-dependent municipalities and coastal com-
munities are heavily dependent upon quota owners for
their survival and no one seems responsible for the vic-
tims of the system; the people living in communities
which the quota owners have abandoned.

10. Legal questions

The somewhat confusing legal status of quota as
`semi-privatiseda has evoked complicated debates over
the issues of taxation, depreciation and the use of quota
shares as collateral for loans. In which sense is it possible
to buy and sell something that is legally de"ned as public
property? And would such phenomena be liable to tax-
ation? Should banks accept public (or national ) property
as collateral for private loans? Before 1991, the value of
quota shares was treated as a part of the value of a vessel,
since vessels and quota shares could not be separated. In
consequence, quotas could be depreciated by the same
rate as the vessels, and were treated as collateral for loans
in the sense that they contributed to the market value of
a "shing vessel. After 1991 the situation became some-
what unclear. In some cases investment in quota shares
was considered as an expenditure, and quota holdings
were not treated as real capital, which meant that in
principle they could not be used as collateral. But in 1993
the Icelandic Supreme Court found that quota holdings
should be taxed as private capital,7 while they could be
depreciated by the same rate as copyrights * 20% an-
nually. Since 1998 however, quota shares cannot be de-
preciated.

The collateral problem has been solved by mutual
agreements between banks and boat owners to ensure
that quota shares and vessels could not be separated
without consulting the bank, but the legal status of these
agreements has been somewhat contested.

It has proved di$cult to uphold the paradoxical status
of quota shares as public/national property according to
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8That is without time limits.
9The case is referred to as `Vatneyrarma& liL! a arose as the vessel

Vatneyri BA, which delivered excess catch on purpose in order to try
the issue of quota allocation in court.

the law, but private property for all practical purposes.
This was illustrated by a Supreme Court decision in
December 1998. The case was raised by a "sherman, who
had been denied a "shing licence and a catch quota. The
denial was based on the fact that the "sherman in ques-
tion had not been an owner of a "shing vessel during the
early 1980s, when "shing experience became converted
into "shing rights.

Considering the Icelandic constitution, which claims
equal employment rights for every citizen, and the Fishe-
ries Management Act of 1990, which de"nes the "sh
resources as public property, the majority of the Court
found the denial unlawful and unconstitutional. In short,
the Court found that by introducing the ITQ-system the
government had given away exclusive rights to the pub-
licly owned Icelandic "sh resources. These had been
given away as perpetual rights8 to a group of people who
happened to be the owners of active "shing vessels at
a certain point of time. Such an act could not be justi"ed
by the need to preserve the resources or by the best public
interests.

The ITQ-system as such was not considered uncon-
stitutional, the constitutional problem was linked to the
perpetual allocation of quotas. A year later, another
quota case9 passed Low Court, in a case where a vessel
had delivered catches without possessing corresponding
quota rights. Somewhat surprisingly, the vessel owner
won the case, but in April 2000 the verdict was overrid-
den by the Supreme Court. This time the majority of the
Court found that perpetual allocation of quotas was not
against the Constitution, as quota holdings are not for-
mally de"ned as private property. In both cases, a minor-
ity of the Court voted di!erently.

These cases demonstrate that the ITQ-legislation has
not been su$ciently well designed from the start and that
it did not anticipate the wide-ranging consequences of
perpetual quota allocation. Without a clear legislation,
these questions are hard to solve in court. The legal
framework must be carefully worked out to build a "rm
basis for as far reaching reform as an ITQ-system. In
retrospect, it is unlikely that perpetual allocation would
have been supported by the Parliament if the scope and
magnitude of implications had been realised by the poli-
ticians in 1990. With a more cautious approach, such as
by a temporary allocation of quotas for 5}10 years, the
Government might have avoided the problematic legal
situation created by perpetual allocation. With the allo-
cation of perpetual rights, it can be argued that a `point
of no returna has been passed. Even if the allocated rights
could in principle be taken back without compensation,

the economic implications for those who have invested in
quota shares would somehow have to be taken into
consideration.

11. Consolidation without consensus?

During the 1990s, the Icelandic "sheries have been
transformed from a strictly regulated industry with units
of production embedded within local communities, to
a globally oriented free market industry with highly mo-
bile units of production. This process is certainly not
generated by the ITQ-system alone; a wide range of
liberalisation policies have, in sum, created a free market
environment in the "sheries. The transformation of "sh-
ing rights into capital, represented by quota value, has
been an important contribution to the present economic
strength of companies with large quota holdings. In
terms of export value of "sh products and pro"ts made
by leading "sheries companies, there is little doubt that
the ITQ-management has been a success. Icelandic "sh-
ing companies are expanding into international waters
and demonstrating their competitiveness in terms of
technology and know-how. The quota holders have con-
solidated their position through a series of court cases
that have reinforced the status of quota shares as de facto
private property.

Despite this apparent success, there is still no consen-
sus about the ITQ system in Iceland. After a decade of
experience, the controversies within the industry and in
Icelandic politics seem as strong as ever. Repeated polls
among the public have shown that a majority of Icelan-
ders are either sceptical or opposed to the system, and
a new, anti-ITQ political party got two MPs in the 1999
elections.

The critique against the system is in essence aimed at
its distributional e!ects. The initial allocation of ITQs led
to a gratis distribution of valuable rights to certain fami-
lies, and in some cases these families have enjoyed great
windfall gains from selling out their shares. As the Su-
preme Court decision in 1998 called the legality of this
procedure into question, this critique was reinforced. The
distribution of economic, political and negotiating power
within the "sheries as well as in society at large is also
in#uenced by the system. As quota owners, the vessel
owners association (LIDUD ) is in a superior position com-
pared to the crewmen's unions and other stakeholders'
organisations. The practice of working out the "sheries
management policy by broad debates and consensus in
the Fisheries Assembly and by preparing new legislation
by task forces with broad representation from di!erent
stakeholder groups is now abandoned. The role of the
Fisheries Assembly in policy-making is diminished since
1998 the Assembly has ceased to pass resolutions on
policy issues and is reduced to an annual "sheries confer-
ence. At present, two task forces are working on the
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question of reforming the quota system: The resource
committee `AuL! lindanefnda and a committee for review-
ing the "sheries legislation, also referred to as the `con-
sensus committeea. The mandate of the `consensus
committeea is the rather di$cult task of resolving the
controversies over the "sheries management system and
trying to make peace. There are no stakeholder represen-
tatives in these committees, the members are politicians,
lawyers and economists. One of the reasons is probably
that the di!erences between principal stakeholder groups
have grown deep. After a decade of bitter con#icts, some
of them are hardly on speaking terms.

It is however legitimate to ask how the ITQ-system
has been able to survive and consolidate its position
despite the lack of consensus and apparently against the
will of the majority of the public. One reason may be that
the crucial decisions taken at the early stages of the
system from 1984 to 1991, have proved to become in-
creasingly di$cult to reverse as time passes. Another
complicating factor is that all major political parties
and many stakeholder organisations have at one point
or another been involved in the design of the system and
have to a certain degree been co-opted during the deci-
sion-making process. The opposition to the ITQ-system
is not homogenous, and there is little agreement about
what the alternative should be. In a recent poll among
the general public, published in |gir, the journal of
the Icelandic Fisheries Association, only 7.1% of the
respondents wanted to keep the present system un-
changed. However, only 17.3% wanted to abolish the
quota system altogether. One-third (33.3%) of the re-
spondents favoured some kind of regional allocation or
`community quotaa. Almost one-third (29.2%) was fa-
vourably disposed to either resource rentals or quota-
auction, while 10.5% wanted a special tax on quota
transactions.

12. Feasible alternatives?

Despite the critical attitude towards the system, the
basic principle of "sheries management by some sort of
transferable quotas now seems widely accepted among
the Icelandic public. According to the poll quoted above,
a consensus solution should take into account the in-
secure situation of "shing communities, it should safe-
guard the income of "shing crew, and include payments
of resource rentals, taxes or cost recovery from those who
have bene"ted from the system.

The question of resource rentals has been debated
since the introduction of ITQs. While favoured by many
economists, resource rentals are understandably enough
opposed by the industry, and until recently they have not
been broadly supported by the public. Public support has
gradually increased as people have realised what kind of
valuables have been handed over to quota owners.

However, if stakeholder involvement in policy making
is to be taken seriously, and it should in order to secure
compliance to the regime, consensus also means "nding
solutions which are acceptable for the industry. Industry
tends to view resource rentals as another tax, reducing
the competitiveness of Icelandic "sheries compared to
foreign competitors. It is also argued that resource
rentals, as a special tax on "sheries, would be an unfair
burden upon "sheries-dependent communities and re-
gions. While simple in theory, the practical implementa-
tion of resource rentals might proof more complicated, in
economic as well as in political terms. In New Zealand,
a resource rental regime was discontinued and replaced
by a cost recovery program in 1997 as resource rentals
have proven `politically unfeasiblea and unacceptable for
the industry [15]. Cost recovery can be viewed as a com-
pensation from the industry for the costs of "shery-
related services provided by public agencies, such as
stock assessment, monitoring and control. In other
terms, it means an internalisation of external costs; in
principle the industry would be purchasing necessary
services. From an industry point of view, the cost recov-
ery approach may have more of an appeal to it than
resource rentals which are supposed to capture a re-
source rent generated by the industry. Cost recovery may
also "t with ideas about devolution of "sheries manage-
ment authority and increased responsibility for right-
holders in the "sheries. Ultimately, a cost recovery
regime might develop towards a takeover of management
responsibilities by the quota owners themselves. The
organisation of vessel owners could gradually take con-
trol over research and management institutions, indirect-
ly through funding policies, or directly by purchasing the
research and management `productsa they would "nd
suitable for their needs, from whoever might be able to
deliver them.

While this solution would take the burden of "sheries
management o! the shoulders of government, it would
also facilitate further transfer of power and control from
public agencies to quota owners, a development that will
most likely be contested among other stakeholders in the
"sheries as well as among the general public.

Another alternative which has been put forward sev-
eral times in the Icelandic debate, is that the state could
annually recover a certain percentage of quota shares
from the quota holders without compensation, as an
alternative to resource rentals. The `real ownera of quota
shares, the public represented by the state, would then
take back a certain portion of allocated quotas on annual
basis and thus gradually regain control over its rightful
property. The recovered quota could then be resold at
a market price for a limited term or redistributed by
other criteria to communities or regions in order to
re-establish access to the "sh resources for marginalized
"shing communities. A gradual recovery of quota shares
to the state could allow the industry to adapt to the
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change. It could also be a way to clarify the legal status of
quota shares, and deal with the most disturbing distribu-
tional e!ects of ITQs. Marginalised communities could
be o!ered compensation in the form of quota or pay-
ments, while the basic principles of the system would
remain intact. While this solution is unlikely to be active-
ly approved of by the industry, it might however become
a basis for a broader consensus on the quota issue, which
has been the most dividing political issue in Iceland in the
1990s.
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